The Ties Series: Complete Set

For the month of January - The Ties Series
bundle will be just $4.99! Grab it before
the price goes up! ____ Shattered Ties:
With a former supermodel mother and a
rock-and-roll legend father, Emma Preston
has the best of everything. Nothing is as
perfect as it seems though. After her
parents divorce, shes forced to live with her
mother in a private Santa Monica
community. Ignoring their parental roles,
her mother becomes more focused on
climbing the social ladder while her father
is off on tour. Growing up in a trailer park
with his mother, Jesse is used to people
looking down on him. When his mother
begs him to submit an application for a
scholarship to one of Santa Monicas top
private schools, he never expects to
actually get it. When he does, he is forced
to attend school with a bunch of rich kids.
He ignores their stares as they judge him
for having tattoos and a less than
impressive car. As long as he has his
surfboard and the guys at the tattoo shop,
he knows he can make it through. When
Jesse shows up on the first day of school,
Emma cant help but be intrigued. Her
mother would never approve of Emma
talking to someone so poor, but she doesnt
care because something about Jesse draws
her to him. Jesse tries to hate Emma, but
he discovers that he cant resist her. Forced
to hide their relationship from Emmas
mother and everyone else around them,
things start to fall apart. When Jesses
friend, Ally, decides to interfere, things go
from bad to worse. Can they survive their
first love? Or will they be left with nothing
more than shattered ties? _____ Twisted
Ties:
Two years ago, Emma Preston
walked away from Jesse Daniels. It is a
decision she has regretted ever since.
Plagued with the knowledge that Allys lies
tore them apart, Emma enlists Jesses
former best friend, Andy, to help her search
for him. When he left California, Jesse
was determined to start over in West
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Virginia with his mother. Now, the past is
determined to catch up with himfirst, with
the appearance of Ally, and when Emma
and Andy come back into his life. Just
when Emma thinks shes found Jesse, a
dark secret and misunderstandings force
them apart before they can even reconnect.
Jesse is torn between his love for Emma
and protecting his childhood friend, Ally.
Ally has an agenda of her own, and shes
not about to let Emma get in her wayeven
if that means getting rid of herpermanently.
Can Emma and Jesses relationship survive
all of their twisted ties?

Checkmate - The Complete Series! Checkmate was one of the best television dramas to come out of the 1960s,
combining great scripts, locations and casting.Editorial Reviews. Review. OMG Twisted Ties is an ABSOLUTE MUST
READ!!! I just finished Complete Series . With the wedge that Ally drives between Emma and Jesse brings a new set of
complications to their relationship that no oneThis item:Firefly: The Complete Series by Nathan Fillion DVD $72.54 .
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eight books written by American author Stephen King that . Each book in the series was originally published in
hardcover format with a number of full-color illustrations spread throughout. Each book . The series has become a
linchpin that ties together much of Kings body of work. The worldsEditorial Reviews. About the Author. Originally
hailing from Mississippi, Keegan Kennedy is a writer based out of Memphis, TN. Hes a self-described, aging,Read
Divergent Series Complete Box Set book reviews & author details and more at . Insurgent Film Tie - in Edition
(Divergent) Paperback.: Blood Ties: The Complete Series: Christina Cox, Kyle Schmid, to get the five novels and short
story collection (found in three two volume sets).: Family Ties: The Complete Series: Michael J. Fox, Michael Gross,
Meredith Growing Pains: The Complete Series (Seasons 1-7, 22-DVD Set).Spirit Animals Series SET, Books 1-7 . #1.
Wild Born Fire and by garth Nix Hardcover $89.95. Only 2 left in . Spirit Animals: Book 3: Blood Ties Hardcover.Find
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Ties: The Complete Series (DVD) at . dont make shows like this anymore so it was nice to see this was available as a
complete set.
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